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DROPS OF COLOR 

To pair with the sautoir or just embellish 
the ears, Pomellato introduces seductive 
NUDO drop earrings. Double rose-gold 
chains swing with Mother-of-Pearl and 
White Topaz, Sky Blue Topaz with white 
diamond pavé, or Obsidian with black 
diamond pavé. 

A FIERY PASSION 

With its undying passion for gemstones, Pomellato unveils 
for the first time the smoky beauty of Obsidian. This 
polished volcanic glass shines with a mystical allure that 
extends across the ages, modernized today in NUDO, 
Pomellato’s quintessential collection. 

The NUDO ring in Obsidian winks with opaque mystery in 
petit, classic or maxi-size. Obsidian’s nocturnal beauty 
rests atop a rose-gold shank and titanium cullet, 
surrounded by black diamonds on its band.

NUDO COLLECTION 2019

Pomellato introduces irresistible NUDO designs: a 
brand-new sautoir and Obsidian NUDO, a mystical new 
stone. Baring the naked splendor of a gem, prong-free 
NUDO expresses the colours of a woman’s uniqueness.
Unconventional and unmistakable, NUDO (Italian for 
“naked”) is made for the woman who is free to be herself – 
striking, strong, and full of colour.

SASSY SAUTOIR

New for 2019, NUDO sparkles in a brilliant sautoir design 
that may be worn in three different ways: a classic sautoir, 
a lariat pendant, or a double-wrap necklace. For the first 
time, NUDO’s stones feature the “Clessidra” (Italian for 
“hourglass”) double-face cut, leaving the gem more 
preciously nude than ever before. Pomellato artisans 
hand-cut 57 facets on both the top and bottom of the 
gemstone to amplify its lightcapturing ability. NUDO’s 
gems are left to dangle loose, free, and tri-dimensional, 
faceted into translucent drops of preciousness.

Cleverly asymmetrical, the rose-gold sautoir alternates 
with single or double chains between its 7 stones, with an 
elegant double-shank enclosure. In 3 gem-color versions, 
Mother-of-Pearl and White Topaz, Sky Blue Topaz, or 
Obsidian, Pomellato also designs versions with white or 
black pavé diamonds, for a more precious look. 
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